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Trial before Supreme Court— Verdict—J u ry  divided 4 to 3— Recalling position.

Where the jury's verdiot upon a count in the indiotment is divided 4 to 3r 
it is the duty of the Judge, if he is of opinion that the jury should reoonsider 
their verdiot on that oount, to addresB them further after making some effort 
to asoertain the points upon which they have disagreed. If the jury retire 
again without any such instruction, they ore liable to change their mindB 
merely because a 4 to 3 verdiot is not acceptable.

A  FPEAL against a conviotion a t  a trial before the Supreme Court.
0. M. 8, Sameraueera (assigned), with MoUsoof Deen, for the accused- 

appellant.
Noel Titiaicella, Senior Crown Counsel, for the Attorney-General.

March 26, 1971. H. N. G. Febnando, C.J.—
At the close of the trial in this case, in which the jury had to return 

verdicts on two countB of murder, the jury upon being questioned by 
the Clerk Of Assize, stated that they were unanimous on the 1st count 
but divided 4 to 3 on the 2nd count. The learned trial Judge then 
Informed them that an acceptable verdiot is one which is unanimous 
or 6 to 1 or 5 to 2, and that if the verdiot is 4 to 3 then the law requires 
a retrial to be ordered. The jury retired again and returned quite soon 
thereafter and then brought in unanimous verdiots of guilt of murder 
on both counts.

Having regard to the evidenoe we see no reason to  doubt 
the correctness of the verdiot on the 1st count.

With regard to the 2nd count, there was some evidence upon which 
the jury may have considered that Borne provocation had been offered 
to  the accused. Their inability to agree on their verdiot on this count 
is explicable on this ground, and it may well have been the case that 
some of the jurorB preferred to return on this count a verdict of culpable 
homicide not amounting to murder on grave and Budden provocation 
although they ultimately returned a verdiot of murder on this oount. 
We have not before us any material upon which we can understand 
how it was that the jurors, who were divided 4 to 3, were able to return 
a  unanimous verdiot of murder after a few minutes of consideration.
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The only material on record is tha t the learned trial Judge instructed 
them that a verdict of 4 to 3 was unacceptable. In the situation which 
arose* if the leaned trial Jildge did not record the 4 to 3 verdict and 
order a re-trial* his alternative was to addreSs the jury further after 
making some effort to ascertain the points upon which they had disagreed; 
In the absence of any such instruction, the only reasonable inference is that the jiiry changed their minds merely because a 4 to 3 verdict 
was hot acceptable; That being so* the verdict of murder on the 2nd 
count has to be set aside; As it happens* the accused did at 
die b e g in n in g  of the trial plead guilty of Culpable hbmioide not amounting 
to  murder on this Count;

We think the ends of justice would be met by Substituting for the 
verdict on the 2nd Count* a verdict of Culpable homicide hot amounting 
to  murder on the ground of grave and Sudden provocation and we impose 
for that Count a sentence of ten (10) years’ rigorous imprisonment. 
The verdicts and sentences on the 1st and 3rd counts are affirmed;

Verdicts on l i t  and 3rd counts affirmed.
Verdict dn 2nd cotini altefei.


